
 

 

 

 

Press Release 

 

 

Moody Monday is a design studio based in Edinburgh that creates contemporary hand printed 

wallpaper, luxury fabric and interior accessories. Moody Monday’s innovative collections of bold 

provocative prints have debuted to critical acclaim at trade shows across Europe. 

 

Debuting in May 2016, our new collection ‘STELLAR’ is inspired by the boundless hidden beauty 

of the sky and space. This luxurious, contemporary collection of designs captures the dualistic 

nature of the skies with a colour palette evoking both dawn and dusk. Vibrant jewel colours 

accompany mesmerising geometrical patterns paired against contrasting backgrounds.   

 

What makes the infinite wonders of the galaxy so intriguing? Our ‘STELLAR’ collection creatively 

examines the many complex elements comprised within our vast universe. The variety of 

extraordinary shapes & textures hidden with the sky and space reveal an often-overlooked beauty. 

From the dazzling colours of the Northern Lights to the abstract patterns of constellations, the 

depths of sky and space provide an intriguing array of inspiration.  

 

The ‘STELLAR’ collection consists of four wallpaper designs in varying colour ways, three fabric 

patterns, two cushion designs, four coasters and a set of matching fabric, coaster and placemat 

designs. One of our most provocative patterns, Nebulae, consists of strong geometric shapes with 

intense contrasting colours that creatively interpret the enigmatic nature of space. The designs 

comprised in this collection are a sublime fit for modern interiors, be it residential or commercial. 

 

Moody Monday is exhibiting its range of luxury wallpapers, cushions, fabrics and interior 

accessories at the International Contemporary Furniture Fair (ICFF) in New York from 14 – 17 May 

2016. All products are sourced and handcrafted in the UK. 
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Contact information  

 

Moody Monday  

St. Margaret’s House - Studio G.16  

151 London Road  

Edinburgh  

Scotland  

EH7 6AE  

 

General: info@moodymonday.co.uk  

 

Press: press@moodymonday.co.uk  

 

Moody Monday’s founder and head designer Eliza studied textiles and design at Heriot Watt 

University, specializing in print design. Eliza decided to start her own business after noticing a 

niche in the interiors market for distinctive designs that challenged traditional creative concepts. 
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